
The ancient Maya had one of the most sophisticated and 
complex civilizations in the Western Hemisphere. Between 
about 300 and 900 A.D., the Maya were responsible for a 

number of remarkable scientific achievements–in 
astronomy, agriculture, engineering and communications.

Look at each of the inventions in this text and decide 
which was the most important. Create a page in your 

research project about this invention. If you can’t decide, 
you could use this information to make a number of 

different pages. 

Mayan Inventions



1. Crop Farming – Irrigation and Drainage

The Yucatan to the north of the Maya territories was dry, 

whereas the central lowlands were swampy

To cope with these problems, the Maya created:

• thousands of cisterns lined with plaster to catch water

• irrigation canals to water the fields

• long ladders made of logs tied together with ropes made of 

twisted vines to reach cenotes (natural underground wells)

• drainage canals to make dry out swampy land





2. Hunting Equipment

The Maya did not have domesticated animals, like pigs, sheep and 

cows. Instead they hunted wild animals, such as deer and tapir

To hunt wild animals and fish, the Maya used:

• slingshots or blowpipes that fired darts

• bone hooks on fishing lines and nets weighed down with stones 

for catching fish

• built dams to create pools to trap fish, which they would then 

paralyse with the poisonous crushed root of a Balche tree

• set snares on paths used often by animals





3. Weaving – Ropes, Baskets etc

The Maya made strong ropes, mats, bags and baskets from 

rushes and plant fibres by weaving them together

The Maya would have used these things to:

• make ropes for snares

• for fishing nets

• for tying sandals

• for hauling blocks of limestone

• for carrying other things, like food and wood





4. Cotton Spinning and Weaving - Clothing

The Maya were able to spin and weave cotton to make clothes, 

which could be decorated with bright patterns

The Maya created cotton clothing by:

• beating the cotton on a hard leather cushion to separate the 

fibres

• spinning the cotton into threads and dipping it in a mixture of 

maize and water to give it a smooth coating of starch to make it 

easier to weave

• weaving the threads on a loom (like the girl in the image)





5. Pottery

The Maya used clay to make cooking pots, plates, bowls, 

containers and statues

To create a clay object, the Maya:

• made a ring of clay on a flat stone and gradually build it up, 

walking around it while doing this (they did not use wheels)

• adding any patterns or decoration

• firing the clay to make it hard in an open fire

• leaving it to cool slowly, so that it did not crack





6. Trade

Different parts of the Maya lands produced different amounts of 

the things the Maya used, such as maize, flint and jade

To trade with each other, the Maya:

• would ‘barter’ (swap some goods for other goods)

• used cacao beans as currency (traders would squeeze each bean

to make sure that it was a normal cacao bean; not a fake)

• used their number system to work out who owed what to who

• carried produce hundreds of miles on foot or by carrying goods

in large canoes (there were no animals large enough to ride and

they did not use wheeled forms of transport)





7. Writing – Hieroglyphs and Codices

The Maya used hieroglyphs to represent sounds as well as 

ideas, which allowed them to write in sentences like we do

The Maya used writing to:

• write and record stories and myths

• write religious books

• record the events of their rulers’ lives

• write thousands of books





8. Number System

The Maya had a number system that used a symbol for zero 

and used place value (this was very rare at the time)

The Maya used their number system to:

• keep track of time in their calendars

• calculate debts and credits

• make astronomical calculations





9. Medicine

Maya doctors knew that some diseases were infectious and 

created some effective (and some less effective) cures

The Maya used:

• more than 400 Maya prescriptions that we know about

• wild poppy sap (which contained opium) as a sedative

• allspice (which has a local anaesthetic) for toothache

• less effective: to stop pain when removing a tooth, burn a 

live iguana and then rub the ashes on your tooth!





10. Astronomy and Calendars

The Maya were greatly interested in astronomy and made a 

number of very accurate observations and calculations

• calculated that a year was 365 days

• calculated that the Moon took 30 days to orbit the Earth

• studied celestial bodies for religious reasons

• were able to use their knowledge to plan ahead e.g. for

when to plant different crops and when to have festivals

and ceremonies





11. Musical instruments

The Maya made drums, trumpets, rattles and whistles

(but no stringed instruments)

The Maya used their musical instruments:

• at religious festivals

• in battles




